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The presence of a thermal gradient in a fluid mixture induces a relative matter flow of the components

known as thermal diffusion or Soret effect, which plays a crucial role in many naturally occurring pro-

cesses, and set the scene for giant fluctuations in non-isothermal mixtures [1]. Thermophoresis, consist-

ing in the drift of dispersed particles due to a thermal gradient, is the counterpart of the Soret effect in

macromolecular solutions or colloidal suspensions. Recent experiments on DNA solutions have shown

that polymer thermophoresis may lead amplification up to a thousand fold of the local macromolecular

concentration [2]. So far, thermophoresis still lacks any general microscopic picture: for instance, in

most cases disperse particles migrate to the cold, displaying a “thermophobic” behavior. However, ex-

amples of “thermophilic” motion (diffusion to the hot side) have frequently been reported. By measuring

the Soret coefficient
���

of charged SDS micelles, we have recently investigated charge contributions to

thermal diffusion, showing that electrostatic interactions play a crucial role in thermophoresis [3]. In the

single-particle regime,
� �

grows as the square of the Debye-Hückel length. Yet, collective effects yields

a full reversed situation even at very low � . Single particle behavior and collective contributions can be

understood in terms of a “microscopic Marangoni effect”, originally proposed by Ruckenstein [4], re-

lating thermophoresis to particle-solvent interfacial tension gradients. This approach can be generalized

to other disperse systems showing different particle solvation. We shall present results relative to other

complex fluids and diperse systems, ranging from proteins near crystallisation [5] to flexible polyelec-

trolytes and latex suspensions, showing that the Soret coefficient can be carefully tuned in amplitude and

even in sign by controlling solvent-particle interactions.
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